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Novice or beginner sees the content of science as isolated pieces of information handed down by authority and disconnected 
from the world around them. Every learner do carry beliefs about learning a given technical subject and Novice like beliefs 
affect their learning. It is expected that after going through training under a given course their beliefs should turn in to Expert 
like beliefs. 

Students believe certain things about what science is and how one goes on learning selected discipline. If one interview lot of 
people, one finds that their beliefs lie on the scale of Novice to Expert. This research used a survey method with the help of 
MPEX test (5,6)which can measure where on this scale learners belief lies. It is expected that learners beliefs should be more 
refined that is more Expert like after completion of study. Physics is the subject used for reference as it is the common subject 
and the concepts of this subject are used in all the branches at various levels. From the set of questions and from the expert 
table developed by team (5), one can measure development of six cognitive beliefs. 

 The sample selected for this survey was students of Engineering from Karjat and New Mumbai District. The learners of 
various branches like Mechanical, Electronics and Electronic and telecommunication from each institute from respective 
district were observed. The cognitive beliefs were measured with the help of MPEX test (5,6) and Brain Hemisphericity was 
measured by HDT (7).

D's represents domains corresponding to each cognitive belief, as mentioned in the Introduction. If the favorable 
response is above 80% the said domain may be called as Expert like (5,6). (The addition of favorable and Unfavorable 
responses may not turn out to be 100% as some students may not produced any responses for that particular domain)

Development of cognitive beliefs with reference to MPEX test:
D1: the cognitive belief representing Independence, which is related to development of own understanding is found to be 
Novice like for the students from both the districts. Also there is hardly any development amongst students of all the branches 
discussed at the entry as well as at the exit level.
D2: the cognitive belief representing Coherence, which related to the forming holistic picture of subject instead of treating it as 
a collection isolated pieces of information was found to be highly Novice like for the students from both the districts. Also it is 
found to be more Novice like at the finale year than at the entry level.
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